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A new year begins and it's time again we
make New Year's resolutions. With this
ever-changing time, it would be better
to look around the world with open eyes
and minds. We are pleased to have Mr.
Baldwin Ko, our newly elected Chairman
for the year 2020-2022, to share with us
his New Year resolutions.
The world is changing fast than ever.
Today shoppers can buy anything at their
fingertips. They are looking for more from
shopping malls. The days of meeting
friends at the mall and shopping all day
are gone. Shoppers want an experience,
and not just an experience but an
experience that wows them. Malls can still
be considered a destination only when
offer experiences and entertainment that
are not found in another malls.

Give us Feedback
Email：secretariat @iscm.org.hk
Website：www.iscm.org.hk
Facebook：www.facebook.com/ISCMhk/
商場管理學會 Institute of Shopping Centre Management
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Editorial

In this regard, new malls across Asia
have come with exciting concepts from
both its software and hardware. Looking
into Hong Kong specifically, interactive
elements of all kinds have been
introduced. The two features in this issue
touch on those inspiring ideas from local
retailers and malls as well as from the
Asian mall operators respectively.
We wish you enjoy reading this issue and
welcome your comments.

Message from
the Institute

2019 is a definitely a difficult year. The Sino-US trade
tensions along with the devaluation of yuan have
affected economies elsewhere, and coupled with
slowing growth globally. Domestically, the retail sales
drop in 2019 was narrowing, however, the retail sector
remained sluggish in performance. Nevertheless,
the number of visitors in November 2019 recorded
the biggest decline since the outbreak of SARS. The performance of tourism
industry is significant to Hong Kong economy, especially for the retail sector.
Among the total number of visitors to Hong Kong in 2018, 78% were Mainland
visitors. Their spending accounted for 30% of Hong Kong's total retail sales, in
which the luxury goods sales accounted for 50%.
Not all is doom and gloom while challenges always come with opportunities.
Hong Kong is not the only city experiencing the shrinking retail market. Globally,
retailers and mall operators are working ever harder together to create reasons
for shoppers to leave homes and go shopping in physical stores. For example,
the increasing use of Online-to-offline (O2O) strategy which is proven to help
draw potential customers from online channels to make purchases in physical
stores. It is one of the missions of Institute of Shopping Centre Management
(ISCM) to create a learning platform for exchanging best practices in shopping
centres management within the Asia Pacific region.
I am honoured to be elected as the Chairman again for 2020-2022. As one
of the founding members of the ISCM, I am very pleased to witness that our
Institute has gained an extensive recognition and support in the shopping
centre industry, and accreditations from various industry counterparts. The
Council of Asian Shopping Centres Conference (CASC) held in Hong Kong in
2017 where industry professionals including our shopping centre counterparts
from the Asia Pacific region is definitely one of the best memories I have with
the Institute. I firmly believe that knowledge sharing is key for the sustainable
future of the shopping mall industry and for Hong Kong.
Most importantly, I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere
gratitude to our Honourable Members and Advisory Board Members for their
continuous support. Last but not the least, I would like to extend my heartfelt
thanks to our former Board Members Mr. Tony Budhrani, Mr. Victor Ng and Mr.
Louis Lee for their time and effort in promoting the Institute's development in the
past years. I would also like to welcome our newly elected Vice Chairman Ms.
Vivian Leung, Honorary Secretary Ms. Bella Chhoa and Director of Training Mr.
William Chan to join us and turn a new page for our Institute.
Baldwin Ko
Chairman

Thank you.
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New Board Members Announcement for 2020-22
We are pleased to announce that the
new Board Members were elected on
the 15th Annual General Meeting on
16 December 2019. Mr. Baldwin Ko
was elected as our Chairman and the
new Board of Directors will begin their
two years' term from 1 April 2020. The
Board expressed their gratitude to Mr.
Tony Budhrani, Mr. Victor Ng and Mr.
Louis Lee for their dedicated efforts
to our Institute. We also welcome Ms.

Vivian Leung, Ms. Bella Chhoa and Mr.
William Chan to join us and bring in
new ideas to help promote the industry
hand in hand.

ISCM Board of Directors

Finally, we are honoured to have our
Founding Chairman Ms. Maureen Fung,
to continue share us her valuable and
help our Institute to continue to grow.

Vice Chairman I

Chris Keung

Vice Chairman II

Michelle Lee

Vice Chairman III

Vivian Leung

Treasurer

Katherine Ho

Hon. Secretary

Bella Chhoa

Director of Membership

Margaret Lau

Director of Study Tour

Wilson Lam

Director of Training

William Chan

Director of Marketing

Angie Chung

Launching of 5G services may give
electrical products sale a boost

Institute News

At the 15th Annual General Meeting, the new Board of Directors were elected. From the right, Mr. Wilson Lam, Ms. Angie Chung, Mr. Chris Keung,
Mr. Baldwin Ko, Ms. Maureen Fung, Ms. Michelle Lee, Ms. Margaret Lau, Ms Katherine Ho and Mr William Chan.

SEMINAR: Running Asset Enhancement Projects for
Shopping Centres: From a Contractor's Perspective
Today shopping malls do not only
provide leisure and entertainment for
the public, but also a place of where
provide business opportunity for
investment and profit-making for the
retailers and developers. However, any
single property will be deteriorated
over time. As such, asset enhancement
projects have to be carried out to
maintain the mall's competitiveness
and to retain shoppers. On 13
December 2019, our Institute invited
Paul Lau, the Managing Director of
Jetline Construction to share the latest
construction technology applicable to
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asset enhancement projects as well
as to walk the attendees through the
statutory regulations and ordinance by
various government bodies.

Mr. Paul Lau, Managing Director of Jetline Construction, share the latest construction technology
applicable to asset enhancement projects.

According to The Economist Intelligence
Unit's“Industries in 2020”report, when
some retailers will struggle to keep up
with the continued shift online, more
store closures and job cuts are expected
for the global retail scene. The US-China
trade war, Brexit and the protests in
Hong Kong are part of the major reasons.
The report also confirms that regional
growth in 2020 will be fastest in Asia,
which will account for nearly 45% of the
global retail sales in dollar terms, but
it will still see a slowdown compared
to 2019. While Asia's retails sales
are expected to outperform Europe
and North America, the region faces
challenges including geopolitical
problems, ever-changing technology
and so on.
Looking ahead to the outlook for Hong
Kong's retail market, Michael Cheng,
Asia Pacific, Mainland China and Hong
Kong Consumer Markets Leader for
PwC, expects a 2.5% year-to-year drop
to HKD420 billion in 2020 in light of
a number of reasons such as China's
economic slowdown and volatility in

global markets against the backdrop
of the upcoming US election. He,
however, believes that the Mainland's
stimulus policies and Sino-US trade
negotiations could provide some relief.

expected to see an increase in demand
during the upcoming Chinese New
Year period. Further, the slump in the
luxury market is likely to have reached
its bottom in 2019.

“China's stimulus policy may help
stabilise the equity market, whilst the
gradual restoration of social stability
locally, as well as smooth progress
of the Sino-US trade negotiations will
help support the slow recovery of the
consumer market in Hong Kong,”Mr.
Cheng told Hong Kong Business.

Government's statistics show that total
retail sales for the first 11 months of
2019 slashed by more than 10% to
HKD395 billion. Number of inbound
tourists also fell by 14.2% in 2019 to
55.91 million, with November recording
a 56% drop, marking the biggest slump
for the same period since 2003.

Category-wise, he adds that the
launching of new 5G mobile phones
due to the roll-out of 5G services in
Mainland China is likely to give a boost
to the sales of electrical products.
In light of the dropping number of
inbound tourists, sales performance
for cosmetics and department stores
would remain weak.

A survey conducted by Hong Kong
Retail Management Association found
that at least 5,600 job layoffs and 7,000
company closures are expected in the
coming six months.

While the Year of the Rat represents
good timing for marriage according
to Chinese traditions, PwC forecasts
that gold and jewellery products are

Market Updates

Analysts see slow recovery of Hong Kong retail market in 2020.

Mr. Cheng from PwC suggests Hong
Kong retailers, in view of the increasing
popularity of online shopping, to
embrace the O2O retail model and
to drive digital transformation to stay
ahead in the long run.
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The Era of Retailtainment: Shopping Experience the Winning Formula
etail stores today do not merely sell
products but also deliver shopping
experience that can impress. Mall owners
tend to reposition their shopping arcades
as retail attractions dedicated to delivering
captivating consumer experiences and
building retention. Meanwhile, more
retailers leave some space and even
whole stores for marketing their brandnew merchandise and services, offering
personalised experiences to shoppers.
While e-commerce becomes ever
competitive, retail landlords and tenants
worldwide are aware of the importance of
offering more all-round services, instead
of selling goods only. The rising customer
demand for shopping experience urges
the reform of retail formats. Mall owners
aspire to source experience-related
businesses for their tenant mix, a broader
variety of options are available for
consideration.

progress, Campfire Whampoa features
various play pieces, including a water
zone, an interactive wall, sand and ball
pits.

Personal and premium
services

accommodates a VIP house,“The Oval
Office”, where audience can enjoy
free flow light refreshments and order
sumptuous dishes in a private lounge.
Premium adjustable leather recliners and
servers delivering food to customers at
the press of a button are also available.

Tenants of traditional shopping arcades

Campfire Play built one of the largest indoor playgrounds in Whampoa.

Interactive parenting
elements
What's more, shopping malls can turn
to be rather stylish by integrating mini
studios where workshops and classes
covering a rich array of disciplines, such
as cooking, painting, and arts and crafts,
are held from time to time. ABC Cooking

Kids can feel free to enter the setup and become part of the striking display.

Market Updates

In general, indoor theme parks are
designed for children and young
families. A majority of large-scale theme
parks are global indoor entertainment
centres. The flourishing of these sizeable
theme parks depends on customers'
disposable income, their interest in
indoor entertainment and the provision
of versatile gaming and entertainment
technology. In Hong Kong, Campfire Play
has established one of the largest indoor
playgrounds albeit the limited space in
the city. Divided into six diverse“learning
zones”for fostering children's learning
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ABC Cooking Studio and Home offer cooking classes for parents and their kids. (credit: foodie)

AMC cinema in Pacific Place accommodates a VIP house The Oval Office where audience can enjoy free flow light refreshments and order
sumptuous dishes in a private lounge.

tend to develop their business driven by
premiumisation, which is a popular trend
in Asia Pacific. For example, mega movie
theatres rejuvenate their business with a
wide variety of concepts, such as highclass luxury venues that offer a consumerfriendly exceptional experience. In
Pacific Place Hong Kong, AMC cinema

Family entertainment is not confined to
theme parks and shopping malls, but
also extended to children's edutainment
centres which integrate education and
entertainment. They deliver amusing
learning experiences through play areas,
learning laboratories and equipment.

Take the Taiwan-based“Home 焙小日子”
as an example. It opened its studios in Lai
Chi Kok, Tsuen Wan and Tseung Kwan O
lately. A self-served baking studio of 1,800
square feet with comprehensive cooking
utensils and a menu covering over 40
desserts and cartoon cakes has been
established in Tseung Kwan O.
On the other hand, Bekeke is an
1,800-square-feet baking studio located
at a Wanchai commercial building. It
offers high-class appliances, full sets of
cooking tools and ingredients for people
to learn baking. Visitors can finish their
baking project on their own by utilising
a user-friendly APP covering detailed
instructions, graphics, videos and a step
by step guide.
A JLL's report finds that in the age of
e-commerce, landlords take innovative
approaches to drawing customers. In
Asia, pop-up museums in the form of art
exhibitions and photogenic installations
emerge in shopping arcades. Angelia
Phua, Director of Research, JLL Singapore
says,“Like pop-up stores in malls, these
novel museums are designed with more
interactive and visual features to create
experiences and social media buzz, so as
to draw more customers.”

Key trends in retail
In light of this,“Retailtainment”emerges
as a brand-new term which integrates
retail, leisure and entertainment,
according to a CBRE research. This
term has been recently incorporated into
the mainstream lexicon in Asia Pacific.
Apart from shopping experiences, the
research also reveals that tenants attempt
to develop family and lifestyle interactive
entertainment, such as indoor theme
parks, multi-concepts movie theatres
and children's edutainment centres, in
spacious areas.

people of different ages and abilities by
the Studio.

Studio runs several hundred outlets in
Japan and has extended its footprints in
China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia,
Korea, Taiwan, Thailand and Indonesia
over the past few years. Diverse
cooking classes covering a wide variety
of interests, including bread, cakes,
washoku and wagashi, are offered for

To attract more shoppers, the report also
mentions that shopping malls deliver funfilling interactive initiatives and bridge
the gap between delivering experiences
and selling products. “Property owners
understand that they have to transform
their malls to popular attractions which
offer unparalleled experiences and create
innovative user experiences from time to
time, in the hope of drawing more regular
customers,” Phua adds.

Novel child-led shopping
experience

new cultural-retail attraction in Hong Kong.
Imbued with the design concept, “PLAY
ON THE MOVE”, the store is created by
the Hong Kong renowned interior design
group, PAL Design. Inspired by children's
perspectives, the store integrates playful
elements which enable both adults and
kids to enjoy an amazing shopping
journey.
The distinctive brand icon,“MOODY”,
set up at K11 Musea further impresses
customers when they visit the mall.
The open window display is another
aesthetically pleasing element. Customers
can feel free to enter the setup and
become part of the striking display,
enhancing interactions between parents
and children.
Inaugurated in August 2019, K11 Musea
promotes itself as“the world's first
cultural-retail destination”. The mall is
equipped with a giant LED screen and
a programmed water wall which serve
as the setup for film festivals and live
concerts. A whole floor is arranged as
a space for street art. Adrian Cheng,
Executive Vice Chairman of New World
Development, told Artnet News that
customers desire“venues that provide
value beyond ephemeral experiences.”
“There are prestigious malls similar to
K11 Musea in Guangzhou and Shanghai
with a seamless blend of art and retail
features. However, K11 Musea has
advanced a step further by enhancing
interactivity and the wow factor,
elaborating the key features of pop-up
museums,” a JLL spokesman told the
media.

Market Updates
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While living space is limited in Hong
Kong, parents are always busy looking
for things to do with their kids outside
home during weekends and holidays.
Family entertainment may be one of the
key elements for mall operators to boost
traffic.

At K11 MUSEA, the first concept store
of Moody Tiger creates a novel child-led
shopping experience, constituting a brand
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Asian Mall Operators Bringing in Excitements
D

espite the increasing pressure from
online retailers, traditional retail has
not gone into extinction; instead, it has
flourished. So much so, there is now a
glut of shopping malls across Asia. While
online sales provide convenience and
discounts, consumers still want to see
and touch products before making a
purchase, either offline or online. To lure
back consumers, mall operators in Asia
are selling concepts and experiences by
turning their complexes into a destination.

A wider spectrum of
shoppers
A major highlight is Shibuya Sky, offering
a fabulous 360-degree view of Tokyo and
interactive exhibitions for visitors to feel
the pulse of the city with all five senses.
It was designed to embody the future of
Shibuya, a dynamic, international, and
ever-changing city. Shibuya Sky can
be accessed via the 14th floor where a
futuristic elevator with enjoyable digital
projecting will skyrocket you up to the
indoor Paradise Lounge on the 46th
floor. The paradise lounge wraps all the
way around the building giving you a full
360-degree view of the city with a bar,
gift shop and photo corner for guests to
enjoy before or after their journey to the
sky. The SKY GALLERY is the indoor
observation area, offering the same great
views of Tokyo along with high-tech art
installations. These installations are either
interactive or made using statistical data
related to Shibuya taken in real time.

CNA
Shoppers can even get a robot companion at Funan Mall for your child
or young-at-heart friends.

Japan Times & Japan Today

Market Travel Maker

Shibuya Sky in Japan offering a fabulous 360-degree view of Tokyo

“This isn't just a ward for young people
anymore,”says a spokesman at Tokyu
Corp., one of the operators of the new
building told the Japan Times.“As
diversity grows, many of the people
who come to this ward represent a wide
spectrum of age, gender and nationality,
and we hope to create a space for them
to shine.”
The district is also famous as a hub for
internet startups. Hashimoto, the Shibuya
assembly member, stresses that this
reputation needs to be bolstered in the
course of the redevelopment. “The
most important thing we can do is build
an environment conducive to young
startups and foster collaboration between
bigger businesses, so the local economy
can grow alongside its infrastructure,”
Hashimoto says.
The expansive complex is the latest effort
by stakeholders, namely Tokyu, East
Japan Railway Co. and Tokyo Metro Co.,
to redevelop Shibuya.

Part of revitalisation
Opened on 27 September 2019, COREDO
Muromachi Terrace marks another
ambitious step as part of even larger
plans to revitalise the Nihonbashi area.
The drive behind this new building is to
innovate the shopping experience beyond

window shopping by providing a space
for independent creatives, encouraging
stores to host workshops and embracing
cultural diversity.
Written as“Japan”and“bridge”in
Japanese, Nihonbashi is a symbol of
connection. In honor of this tradition of
traversing divides, COREDO aims to serve
as a center for cultural interconnection.
Muromachi Terrace transforms shops on
the second floor into an almost gallerylike experience, with long corridors of
carefully arranged displays of crafts from
designers and artists across Japan.
As a result, the lower floors are occupied
by one of Asia's largest bookstore chains,
the Taiwan-based Eslite Spectrum. This
retail brand is famous in Taiwan for
being named one of the "world's coolest
department stores" alongside Selfridges
of London and Le Bon Marche of Paris.
The gorgeously laid out second floor
of the COREDO Muromachi Terrace is
an expression of the sensibilities and
core values of Eslite Spectrum which is
"Humanity, art, creativity, life."
Visitors can find shops selling only one
merchandise and Kaiboku is one of them.
It is a minimalist shop on the first floor
that sells one and only one thing -- dashi
inari, which is inari zushi dripping with all

The Market Bangkok sells itself as“Bangkok New Dream.”

the umami goodness of high-quality dashi
broth. There have been long lines since
its opening, and the shop is often sold out
way before closing time.

IT-related retail playground
Singapore is said to be Asia's pioneer of
smart city. Opened in 28 Jun 2019, Funan
Mall ( VIDEO ) brings about IT-related
excitements such as the Instagramfriendly Love, Bonito store. It is a local
fashion brand which opened its third and
largest retail store spanning over 6,000
sq. ft. at Funan. It describes the store
as a“retail playground”with plenty of
Instagrammable features for what it calls
its“phygital”shopping experience.
For instance, shoppers can use an
augmented reality runway to strut their
stuff in a field of flowers. There are also
accompanying Facebook filters.
One of the returning retailers for Funan,
COURTS specialises in Internet of Things
(IoT) devices, retailing smart home, AI
and voice-controlled technology gadgets.
There is also a Google retail experience
zone in-store, a first in Southeast Asia
where shoppers can try out Pixel
smartphones and Google Home smart
speakers. They can even get a robot
companion here for your child or youngat-heart friends.

Mega complex development in Singapore
Opened on 17 April 2019, Jewel Changi
Airport in Singapore is a 10-storey
development in front of Terminal 1, which
sets to go beyond just being another
commercial development with retail and
food and beverage outlets.
A key feature is a 14,000-square-metreCanopy Park which is about the size
of 11 Olympic-sized swimming pools,
sitting on the top floor of the domeshaped structure. Designed by world
renowned architect Moshe Safdie, the
Canopy Park features a distinctive domeshaped facade made of glass and steel.
It also features a 50m-long suspended
bridge with a glass flooring, a 250m-long
bouncing net and play attractions
including mazes and slides.
The Sky Net is a 250-metre bouncing
net, which at its highest point will be
suspended 8m or three storeys above
ground, will offer visitors a unique
experience. There is Singapore's largest
hedge maze with hedge walls standing
at 1.8m high, designed by Adrian
Fisher, founder and chairman of Adrian
FisherDesign, who has created over 600
mazes - the largest number of mazes
globally.

It is located at the core of the complex
and is transformed into a light and sound
show with special lighting effects at night.
Designed by The Exploratorium, in San
Francisco, the key feature of this attraction
is four gentle concave bowls with depths
of between 30cm and 65cm, for young
children to jump in while mist is released
to create an illusion of playing among
clouds. The bridge, suspended 23m
above ground and at 50m long, has glass
flooring in the centre section. Visitors can
walk along the bridge surrounded by mist.
It also offers the best vantage point to
view the Rain Vortex display.

“Bangkok New Dream”
Owned by The Platinum Group, the sixlevel, mixed-use project the Market
Bangkok sits on 21 rai and cost 9 billion
baht to build. The Market is a brand-new
shopping mall opened on 14 February
2019. Despite being surrounded by
famous shopping centers of Bangkok like
the Platinum and Central World, this mall
features more than 1,200 shops selling
food, drinks, clothing and more. It sells
itself as“Bangkok New Dream.”
The first impressive thing is that
arrangement between shops is open floor
— separated by stalls rather than full
storefronts with their own doors — which
is meant to give shoppers the feeling of
browsing through traditional, open-air
markets. Shoppers can wander around
the building and browse through rows of
fashion boutiques that hawk everything
from apparel to accessories at rather
wallet-friendly prices.

Focus Feature
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After five years of planning and
construction, 1 November 2019 marks
the grand opening of Shibuya Scramble
Square, a 230-meter multipurpose
skyscraper, the tallest building in Shibuya,
topped with an observation deck dubbed
Shibuya Sky, which offers superb views
of Shibuya Scramble, Tokyo Tower, Tokyo
Skytree®, and even Mt. Fuji. The building
houses 213 businesses, of which 49 are
opening in the district for the first time, 39
are entirely new businesses and seven
are operating in Japan for the first time.
With 73,000 square meters of office space
on floors 17 to 45, it will be the largest
office building in Shibuya.

Jewel also features a 40m-high Rain
Vortex, that is expected to be the world's
tallest indoor waterfall.

When it comes to shopping, consumers,
especially for the young generation are
more sophisticated. They demand for
personal products and services and look
for greater shopping satisfaction. To
wow them is definitely getting harder and
harder.
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